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THE ATTACK ON INDUSTRIAL GERMANY

Evidence continues to accumulate as to the effectiveness of Bomber Command ’s
assault upon the industrial towns and cities of Germany, The latest information
reveals the destruction caused to industry in four towns - Frankfurt, Bochum,
Kassel and Hagen - each a cog in the enemy war machine.

FRANKFURT: Oberrad sluice broken.

Bomber Command’s last attack on Frankfurt was on the night of Get,4/sth.

Photographs taken since that date show that a direct hit was obtained on a sluice

beside a very large lock on the River Main, which forms a link for river traffic
between the Rhine and the Danube.' This was the Oberrad sluice in the east harbour
of Frankfurt, On October 7th it was discovered that water was flowing unchecked

through the breach made, Ten days later the Germans had removed the damaged
coping, piles had been driven in as a temporary measure, and work was proceeding
from barges.

The River Main has been dredged to allow heavy barges to sail several hundred
miles up-river from the Rhine, on the way to the Danube* The hit on the sluice

will have lowered the level of the water above it, though autumn rains may

compensate to some extent for this. Silting is also likely to cause some

obstruction.

A dam elsewhere in the harbour is known to have received a direct hit.

ERST HARBOUR; The important east harbour with its many inland docks was

the most heavily damaged part of Frankfurt, A majority of the quayside buildings
were either destroyed or damaged, and as a result, the Germans may have lost

great stores of food and other material. Buildings covering an extensive area

with all their contents are now a total loss. The huge premises of Latscha Schade

and Kula Froehling, food merchants have been, destroyed. There is also major

damage to Schade and Fuellgrube’s food stores, and the Grossmarkthalle, for

general and cold storage has been hit. Many ether warehouses and store sheds

have been destroyed or damaged.

FACTORY DAMAGE: Thirty-seven factories were damaged in this attack, some

of them of great importance* The damaged plants include factories making range-

finders, chemicals, welding apparatus, machine tools, and grinding wheels. The

latter, the Naxos Union Works, is a first priority target. Grinding wheels are

needed for the manufacture of many weapons, particularly aero engines.
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KASSEL:

Kassel was last attacked on the night of October 3/4th. Photographs
taken by reconnaissance aircraft show that five of the town’s first priority
factories were damaged, three of them seriously. One was the largo locomotive

and armaments workshops of Henschel and. Son which arc in three groups to the

north of the .town, .Several buildings producing locomotives, lorries and,probably,
armoured fighting vehicles were either destroyed or damaged.

Two of the other factories were highly important textile works. The

Spinnfasser works made viscose staple fibre (for synthetic textiles) and is the

largest factory of its kind in the continent*

The. two. Kassel factories of Salzmann and Co, cloth .weavers and large

suppliers to the •German army, were seriously damaged,and another first priority
target which suffered was- the -works- of • the Fieseler Flugzeubau, making components
for F*W. 190*s.and other aircraft.

In all some. 30 factories and industrial premises were either destroyed or

damaged.

HAGEN:

Hagen, about 12 miles south of Dortmund, and. one of* the few large "'towns in

the Ruhr area not previously damaged by bombing, was. attacked, on the night of

October l/2nd.
Among the 39 .factories or industrial promises damaged was, the great

Accumulatoren. Fabrik, largest works of its kind in Germany, where accumulators,
batteries for submarines and fire control, instruments are produced in large
quantities, .This isthe most important target in the town and many of --the build-

ings were very seriously damaged,

Two steel works and eleven factories engaged in specialised steel and iron

work have been damaged, sane of them extensively, Among the factories was the

Fahrrabteilefabrik Eipperman, a priority undertaking making motor parts, which

was .severely damaged,

BOCHUM:

Bochum, one of the main steel producing centres of the Ruhr, was attacked on

the night of September 29/3Oth, and there was very heavy damaged caused.

Three main steal plants, all belonging to -the great Vereinigte Stahlwerke

combine, have been affected, They are of the. highest importance to the Gorman

war effort, since ' they' .produc’d a largo proportion of the special hard steels
which cannot be made easily elsewhere than in the Ruhr* In one factory, of first

importance, twenty workshops and: other buildings, including some that house the

basic steel furnaces', have been seriously damaged* .In another plant there is

severe.damage to machine shops, the steel rolling mill and the smithy#

Three of the'high priority coal mines have suffered destruction or damage
to their surface buildings, and this must, have a -serious effect on the output
of the town's high-grade coal. One of the pits belongs to Krupps ,

and the

building.which produces metallurgical coke for the main Kruppp work at Essen

was damaged.

'"Thera is also extensive damage to a. large oil pliant, producing benzine,
petrol and tar oil, and to a factory turning out railway: equipment*
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